“As a residential and commercial dock construction and
pile driving company, Shoreline Pile Driving has found
that introducing the ShoreStation FlexPower® Hydraulic
Lift to the Okanagan Valley has been exceptionally
beneficial. The FlexPower® has proven to be the industry’s
leading hydraulic lift on Okanagan Lake for residential
and commercial use. The ShoreStation FlexPower® lift
has many unique benefits, as the cylinders are above
water, pile mounted, safe and secure. These lifts are
extremely durable and will withstand boat impact, wind
and wave action. The ShoreStation lifts have proven
to be the fastest and most reliable lift in our market.
Our company has been recommending ShoreStation
product to all prospective clients with great success.
The ShoreStation FlexPower® boat lift is hassle free,
reliable and installation has proven to be fast and easy.

Advantages of Dry Slips
From reduced maintenance and increased
protection, to environmental benefits
and a boost in value, there are many
advantages to storing a boat on a lift,
as opposed to in the water.
Eliminates costly bottom cleaning and
painting maintenance
Preserves boat engines and rigging
Prevents intake clogging from
marine growth

The FlexPower® has proven
to be the industry’s leading
hydraulic lift on Okanagan
Lake for residential and
commercial use.”
The ShoreStation team has been a pleasure to work
with and very accommodating. Everything has been
communicated in a timely and professional manner.
Since the introduction of ShoreStation boat lifts to
our product line, our company continues to gain a
competitive advantage within the industry contributing
greatly to our success.” - Bob Jones of Shoreline

Protects the boat from wave damage
Reduces the risk of the boat sinking
at the dock during storms
Protects marine life by reducing prop disturbance
Increases resale value of the boat
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With FLEXPOWER®
HYDRAULICS, a LIFT
in YOUR SLIP means an
INCREASE in YOUR
REVENUE!

MAXIMIZE YOUR MARINA
WITH FLEXPOWER® HYDRAULIC LIFTS

Call Today for Quotes
and Specifications

The Key to Occupied Slips
is Satisfied Clients
ShoreStation FlexPower® Hydraulic lifts
are designed with your clients in mind.
Improved user experience - Fast, reliable and

high-end dry slips mean a more enjoyable experience
for your clients.

Peace of mind - Since 1959, ShoreStation waterfront
equipment has been known for dependable,
trouble-free operation allowing clients to relax
and use their boat more.

Higher resale value on boats - Protecting

the boat from wave damage and paint issues, and
preserving the engine and rigging increases the resale
value of your client’s boat.

Slashed boat maintenance costs - Clients will

love the money they save by eliminating costly bottom
cleaning and preventing intake clogging.

Why Waterfront Developers
Choose ShoreStation
Higher demand for boat slips - Satisfied slip clients mean
increased rental revenue and a faster return on investment,
which in turn enhances your property value.

Minimal operation and installation costs -

The DC powered lift eliminates the need for costly high-powered
dock circuits. Charge the batteries with a Solar Charger for
continuous, safe & reliable power.

Don’t spoil your waterfront view - With ShoreStation you

choose whether to mount the lifting mechanism above or below
the dock level for an invisible profile.

Industry best warranty and support - ShoreStation stands

behind its lifts with a 15 year cable warranty, training, installation
assistance, and unmatched sales/service support to ensure your
ShoreStation lifts operate properly.

Why Slip Clients Prefer
ShoreStation
Speed is more than convenience - Landing a

boat in wind and waves can be hazardous. The speed of
ShoreStation’s hydraulic lift reduces the time maintaining
your boats position while waiting for the lift to secure the
boat out of harm’s way.

Simple, reliable operation - With the ease of a single

push of a button, you can unleash a powerful burst of
battery power that is continuously charged with solar power.

Fast, easy launching and loading - ShoreStation
FlexPower® Lifts make boating simple and swift from
launch to lift. Getting you to the fun more quickly,
allowing you to make memories for a while longer.

Safety first - DC power purposely chosen for its superior
safety and performance in the marine environment.

Minimum maintenance - The above the water hydraulic
design is engineered to operate without failure in harsh
marine environments. The absence of winched cables
prevents bird-nesting, over-winching or cable failure while
DC power eliminates late night calls due to power issues.

Increased dry storage - Boats can be left on the lift for long
periods of time, increasing your dry storage.

The best cable warranty on the market!

All ShoreStation FlexPower® Hydraulic boat lifts
are backed by the best warranty in the industry.
Our unique design significantly reduces cable stress
and keeps your lift working properly for years to come.

